
 

     “The whole point of a safety and health program is 
to implement processes and systems that serve to 
prevent those undesirable events that lead to injuries 
and damage to property or interruptions. In a perfect 
world our programmed safety and health initiatives 
would work flawlessly. No injuries would occur, 
breakdowns would be eliminated and our production, 
maintenance and service operations would run effi-
ciently day in and day out.” 
     That is definitely NOT the case, we do not function 
in a perfect world. I feel comfortable saying, we are all 
human and plant and equipment wears as it is used. 
     People say that ‘Stuff Happens’ (or something simi-
lar and more colorful than that) and that it is to be 
expected. But that is a troublesome  point of view to 
have.  Randy and I agree that you need to have the 
mindset that our work environment can be controlled 
and that we can influence the outcomes of our day to 
day activities. 
     While we cannot predict all of the scenarios that 
arise, a careful consideration of what is the intended 
result and how we are going to get there, needs to be 
a part of every task. (Maybe you can see where I am 
headed). 
      I have talked and continue to talk about SLAM. 
SLAM stands for Stop, Look, Analyze, Manage. For 
every task you need to STOP. Don’t just jump into any 
situation. It is so important to slow down and seri-
ously LOOK and take in everything about every task 
and the surrounding territory. Seriously ANALYZE the 
task. Consider things like: Have I done this before? 
Has someone else done this before that I should con-
sult? Have you had the appropriate training for the 
task? What could possibly go wrong? Do we have the 
right tools for the task? Is the proper PPE available 
and being used? And this could go on and on. Finally, 
MANAGE the situation. Get the right tools, get the ex-
perienced person involved,  what ever it takes. Most 
importantly, always keep your mind in the game. 
      Another important tool in the safety management 
area is a root cause analysis of  failures (incidents).  

This has to include worker injuries and property 
damage as well as close call incidents. Those close 
calls can provide a wealth of information about condi-
tions in the workplace, if they are reported and in-
vestigated for root cause.  
     Randy further says, “When “stuff” happens, the 
difference between a serious or fatal injury and a mi-
nor incident may be our first (and possibly only) reac-
tion. Sometimes one realizes that something bad is 
going to happen—it is just a matter of how bad that 
something will be. How we’re positioned and the PPE 
we are using can contribute to survivability . . .” 
The fact that our safety management system is not 
perfect allows for the human factor to enter the cir-
cumstances. Our work involves large trucks, very 
heavy equipment and plants run by powerful energy 
sources. So “Stuff” does happen.  What we have to do 
is consider these three points: (quoted from Randy) 

 “Develop the habit of being alert to conditions 
around you. . . . The conditions going in to a task 
are subject to change over time—either by the 
task or by outside factors. . . situational aware-
ness may provide just the edge needed to avoid 
catastrophe when things suddenly go wrong. 

 Tap into the mental resource. . . .Do not just 
rely on your own skills, knowledge and experi-
ence. Everyone has a different knowledge base—
even the new people. Talk to others about the job 
and what could happen. 

 Plan for failure. Develop mental scenarios. What 
would happen if this would break? How will I 
react if my partner drops his end? How can I re-
cover if the brakes fail? Practice those best re-
sponses mentally.” 

     These are all a part of  SLAM to which I refer fre-
quently. “When “stuff” happens, it’s too late to plan a 
response.” 

Let’s have a Safe and Healthy 
2016 and that starts with a Safe 

January! 
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A recent issue of  ROCK Products had an arti-
cle by Randy K. Logsdon, Safety Manager for 
Intrepid Potash New Mexico. I have borrowed 
his idea and even some of his words. 

Thanks and a tip of the hat to Jeff Craig who 

suggested the slogan below. 



 eye wash solution,  

 eye & skin neutralizer,  

 chemical cold pack,  

 antiseptic wipes,  

 insect sting swabs,  

 cotton tip applicators,  

 latex gloves, and a body fluid spill kit (containing: 
latex gloves, germicidal wipes, materials for absorbing 
body fluids, and a red biohazard disposal bag).  
 

Keep in mind that if you have to use the body fluid spill kit, 

wear your latex gloves, your safety glasses, and avoid get-

ting any of the fluids on your cloths. That is just part of uni-

versal precautions. "Universal precautions," as defined by 

CDC, are a set of precautions designed to prevent trans-

mission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis 

B virus (HBV), and other bloodborne pathogens when pro-

viding first aid or health care. Under universal precautions, 

blood and certain body fluids of all patients are considered 

potentially infectious for HIV, HBV and other bloodborne 

pathogens. 

The best protection for avoiding the transmission of blood-

borne pathogens is to let the victim care for them self 

when possible. 

imi is not in the business of dispensing drugs. It is recom-

mended that we not provide pain relievers, antihistamines, 

antacids, etc. in our first aid kits. Sanitation, allergic reac-

tions, and control of quantities consumed are the main 

reasons for not providing these items. 

When was the last time you needed to visit the first aid 

kit? You do have one!? (that includes at home). Did you 

have any trouble finding it? Did you have to ask where it 

was stored? Did it contain all of the items that you 

needed? We don’t think much about first aid supplies until 

we need them. Fortunately we don’t need them too often. 

Then if we don’t maintain the kit we may be out of luck 

when we need a Band-Aid or such.  

Please take a few minutes to locate your first aid kit 

and check the contents.  

Years ago I sat down with a medical Doctor and explained 

what we do at Irving Materials, Inc. and asked him to sug-

gest the contents for our fixed location first aid kits. He 

gave me a list that includes:  

 adhesive Strips - various sizes,  

 finger tip bandages,  

 knuckle bandages,  

 eye pads,  

 gauze pads - various sizes,  

 large gauze compress,  

 triangular bandage,  

 gauze roll - 3” X 5’,  

 adhesive tape, scissors,  

 antiseptic spray,  

 burn spray,  

 peroxide,  
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